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     303.4 SOCIAL CHANGE                                         
                                                                   
    1  Moghadam, Valentine M.                                      
         Globalization and social movements: islamism, feminism,   
         and the global justice movement / Valentine M. Moghadam.- 
         2nd Ed.-- Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Inc. 
         , 2013.  267p.                                            
         ISBN : 9781442214187.                                     
         303.484 MOG13           104468                            
         Exploring the historical roots of Islamism, feminism, and 
         global justice, the book also shows how these movements   
         have been stimulated by relatively recent globalization   
         processes. Moghadam examines similarities and differences 
         among the three movements, along with internal            
         differentiation within each. Her argument is informed by  
         feminist, world-systems, world polity, and social         
         movement theories in a seamlessly integrated framework    
         that will be essential reading for all students of        
         globalization.                                            
         ** Social movements; Transnationalism; Globalization;      
         Anti globalization movement                               
                                                                   
                                                                   
       306 CULTURE AND INSTITUTIONS                                
                                                                   
    2  Marketing of war in the age of neo-militarism / edited by   
         Kostas Gouliamos and Christos Kassimeris.-- New York:     



         Routledge, 2012.  278p.                                   
         ISBN : 9780415885133.                                     
         306.27 GOU12           104354                             
         The post-9/11 era and the overall impact of international 
         terrorism have generated much debate regarding the role   
         of military apparatus in modern society. This book        
         assesses the inherent meaning of the militarization from  
         a critical, interdisciplinary perspective. Against the    
         background of democracy and capitalism, The Marketing of  
         War in the Age of Neo-Militarism challenges prevailing    
         accounts of the "military-industrial complex" as it       
         explores significant interrelated themes denoting the     
         accelerating process of militarization of society.        
         ** Militarism - Social aspects; Military-industrial       
         complex; War and society; Capitalism - Political aspects; 
         Politics and war                                          
                                                                   
                                                                   
       320 POLITICAL SCIENCE                                       
                                                                   
    3  Webb, Matthew J.                                            
         Kashmir's right to secede: a critical examination of      
         contemporary theories of secession / Matthew J. Webb.--   
         London: Routledge, 2012.  182p.                           
         ISBN : 9780415665438.                                     
         320.1509546 WEB12           104655                        
         The book looks at the different accounts of the moral     
         right to secede, and assesses both the theories           
         themselves as well as the claims of those who want to     
         separate Kashmir from India. Included within this         
         analysis are the three main types of normative theory     
         that ground the right of groups to secede in principles   
         of national self: determination, consensual governance    
         and rectificatory justice. Previous studies have          
         discussed the causes behind the uprising in Kashmir       
         against Indian authority and examined some of the legal   
         and geo-political implications of the conflict for India  
         and the wider region.                                     
         ** Secession; India - Jammu and Kashmir - Secession       
                                                                   
                                                                   
       322 RELATIONS OF THE STATE TO ORGANIZED GROUPS              
                                                                   
    4  Militancy and political violence in Shiism: trends and      
         patterns / Edited by Assaf Moghadam.-- London: Routledge, 
         2012.  247p.                                              
         ISBN : 978415619929.                                      
         322.1 MOG12           103411                              
         This book is the first systematic assessment of current   
         trends and patterns of militancy in Shii communities in   
         the Middle East and South Asia - specifically in Iran,    
         Iraq, but also in Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan,        
         Afghanistan, Kuwait, and Bahrain More than thirty years   
         after the Islamic Revolution in Iran, there are signs of  
         a growing assertiveness on the part of Shii actors, at    
         times erupting into political violence. The book          
         addresses two key questions: What trends emerge in the    
         types of militancy Shii actors employ both inside and     
         outside of the Shii heartland? And what are the main      
         drivers of militancy in the Shii community?               
         ** Shiah - Political aspects; Islamic countries - Islam   



         and politics; Islamic countries - Islam and state;        
         Islamic countries - Political violence                    
                                                                   
                                                                   
       323 CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS                              
                                                                   
    5  Balfour, Rosa                                               
         Human rights and democracy in EU foreign policy: the      
         cases of Ukraine and Egypt / Rosa Balfour.-- London:      
         Routledge, 2012.  202p.                                   
         ISBN : 978041561771.                                      
         323.09477 BAL12           103939                          
         This book investigates the disparity between rhetoric and 
         performance in the European Union response to abuses of   
         human rights and transgression of democracy. With the     
         Arab spring putting the spotlight on the EU’s self-       
         portrait as committed to promoting global human rights    
         and democracy, this book examines the paradoxes of its    
         international posture and the inconsistencies and double  
         standards of its policies. 
         ** European Union countries - Human rights advocacy;      
         European Union countries - Human rights - Government      
         policy; European Union countries - Democratization -      
         Government policy; European Union countries - Foreign     
         relations - Case studies; European Union countries -      
         Foreign relations - Ukraine; Ukraine - Foreign relations  
         ** European Union countries ; European Union countries -    
         Foreign relations - Egypt; Egypt - Foreign relations -    
         European Union countries                                  
                                                                   
    6  Ledwidge, Mark                                              
         Race and US foreign policy: the Africa-American foreign   
         affairs network / Mark Ledwidge.-- London: Routledge,     
         2012.  246p.                                              
         ISBN : 9780415482110.                                     
         323.1196073 LED12           103910                        
         African-Americans' analysis of, and interest in, foreign  
         affairs represents a rich and dynamic legacy, and this    
         work provides a cutting edge insight into this neglected  
         aspect of US foreign affairs. In addition to extending    
         the parameters of US foreign policy literature to include 
         race and ethnicity, the book documents case-specific      
         analyses of the evolutionary development of the African   
         American foreign affairs network (AAFAN). Whilst the      
         examination of race in regard to the construction of US   
         foreign policy is significant, this book also provides a  
         cross disciplinary approach which utilises historical and 
         political science methods to paint a more realistic       
         appraisal of US foreign policy.                           
         ** United States - Foreign relations; United States -     
         Citizen Participation; African Americans - Politics and   
         government                                                
                                                                   
                                                                   
       327.1 FOREIGN POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS            
                                                                   
    7  Lundborg, Tom                                               
         Politics of the event: time, movement, becoming / Tom     
         Lundborg.-- London: Routledge, 2012.  141p.               
         ISBN : 9780415579346.                                     
         327.101 LUN12           104355                            



         Despite occupying a central role and frequently being     
         used in the study of international politics, the concept  
         of the "event" remains in many ways unchallenged and      
         unexplored. By combining the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze 
         and his concept of the event with the example of 9/11 as  
         an historical event, this book problematises the role and 
         meaning of "events" in international politics.            
         ** World politics - Philosophy; September 11 Terrorist    
         Attacks, 2001; Events(Philosophy)                         
                                                                   
     
                                                                   
       954 INDIA/SOUTH ASIA - GENERAL HISTORY                      
                                                                   
   8  Dominance and resistance in colonial India / edited by K.   
         Venugopal Reddy.-- Delhi: Kalpaz Publications, 2012.      
         322p.                                                     
         ISBN : 9788178358888.                                     
         954.03 RED12           104157                             
         The book makes an attempt to present the trajectory of    
         colonial dominance and the resistance that it engendered  
         in colonial India.                                        
         ** India - History; India - Movements and revolts;        
         British rule - India                                      
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